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“Unlike other BPC categories where visuals are more
important, bodycare relies strongly on personal usage

feelings, which is why launching products that reassure
consumers of a good skin feel is essential. .”

– Amy Jin, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Leaving good skin feel is still an important message, especially to recruit non-users
• Focusing on benefits such as anti-aging that shower products find hard to deliver
• Localise wellbeing concept in bodycare by paying attention to footcare yangsheng

In the bodycare category, usage experiences are particularly important, as it is highly reliant on skin
feel. Unlike in other BPC sectors where visuals are more important and easily communicated to
consumers, the skin feel of bodycare products are very personal. Consumers tend to judge themselves
what is a ‘comfortable’ bodycare product. Although ‘good skin feel’ varies by individual, for skincare, it
often skews towards texture, such as easy and fast absorption, so ingredient components with those
deliverables are worth noting. Marketing activities including free samples and product trials give
opportunities to consumers to experience bodycare products and encourage usage. Overall, reassuring
good skin feel is not only important to recruit new users of low penetration product categories but also
essential to differentiate brands from one another.

In addition, the increased usage of anti-bacterial hand wash and sterilisers have increased the needs
for using nourishing and repairing bodycare products. As consumers are more aware of their health,
taking good care of body skin is becoming more important in consumers’ minds. The total market size
of the bodycare category is growing at a CAGR of 8.8% over 2015-20 to reach RMB10,834 million in
2020. Facing possible threats from the shower category that provide similar skin solutions, focusing on
innovations beyond simple hydration and moisturising, tapping into the Skinification ( requests of facial
skincare) trend to provide benefits such as anti-aging and whitening that shower products find hard to
achieve is the key to differentiate the two categories and bring opportunities for further growth.
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Hand cream specifically designed for men
Figure 38: Male hand cream, China, 2019
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Females remain the main users of bodycare
Figure 41: Product usage, male vs female, June 2020
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Figure 42: Product usage, by age, June 2020

Skin feel matters the most
Figure 43: Reasons not to use bodycare, June 2020

Younger consumers prefer convenient application for body lotion
Figure 44: Reasons not to use body lotion/cream/balm, by age, June 2020
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Figure 45: Desired improvements in body skin, June 2020
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Younger consumers are more interested in whitening
Figure 46: Desired improvements in body skin, by age, June 2020
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Natural ingredients rank as the top selection factor
Figure 48: Important purchase factors, June 2020

Certificates and brands matter more to affluent consumers
Figure 49: Important purchase factors – very important, by monthly personal income, June 2020

Important purchase factors vary with different age group
Figure 50: Important purchase factors – very important, by age, June 2020

More than half of consumers link body skin to overall body health
Figure 51: Attitudes towards bodycare, June 2020

Females enjoy the extra benefit brought by bodycare products
Figure 52: Attitudes towards bodycare, June 2020

Affluent consumers are looking for more from bodycare
Figure 53: Attitudes towards bodycare, by monthly personal income, June 2020

An essential product with more than just hydration needs
Figure 54: Usage habits of body lotion, June 2020

Figure 55: Usage habits of body lotion, June 2020

Consumers of higher income are using more body lotion
Figure 56: Usage habits of body lotion, by monthly personal income, June 2020

MinTs are more likely to use more types of bodycare products
Figure 57: Product usage, by consumer classification, June 2020

MinTs are looking for more in bodycare
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MinTs are more sophisticated when purchasing bodycare products
Figure 58: Important purchase factors, by consumer classification, June 2020

Figure 59: Market value and forecast of total bodycare, China, 2015-25

Figure 60: Market value and forecast of hand/nail care, China, 2015-25

Figure 61: Market value and forecast of footcare, China, 2015-25

Figure 62: Market value and forecast of bodycare, China, 2015-25
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